MEMBERSHIP

BECOME A MEMBER TODAY
Memories, inspiration, and connection await you

Membership is your ticket to so much more. From plein-air to contemporary, the spontaneous to the contemplative, be inspired by a museum collection and community like no other. When you become a member, you are connected, you are inspired, and you make a difference.

ALL MEMBERS ENJOY THE FOLLOWING BENEFITS

+ Unlimited daily admission to Laguna Art Museum and exhibitions
+ Discounts on select ticketed programming such as discussions, performances, and film screenings
+ Invitations to Exhibition Opening Receptions with exclusive after-hours access to galleries
+ Complimentary activities in the LAM Lab, a dynamic makerspace for children and adults at Laguna Art Museum (excluding ticketed programming)
+ Access to curated domestic and international travel opportunities through Museum Travel Alliance
+ Annual Membership Appreciation Week
+ 10% discount on Museum Store purchases (exclusions apply)
+ Subscription to Member Insights quarterly newsletter
+ Personalized digital membership cards

MEMBERSHIP LEVELS

STUDENT - $30
Student I.D. required. The value of goods and services provided is estimated as $0 for the Student level
+ Full benefits for one member and one guest pass

INDIVIDUAL - $60
The value of goods and services provided is estimated as $0 for the Individual level
+ Full benefits for one member and one guest pass

DUAL - $90
The value of goods and services provided is estimated as $0 for the Dual level
+ Full benefits for two members and two guest passes

SUPPORTER - $150
The value of goods and services provided is estimated as $0 for the Supporter level
+ Full benefits for two members and four guest passes
+ Enrollment in the North American Reciprocal Museum program, which gives you free or discounted admission to over 1,100 museums throughout the United States, Bermuda, Canada, El Salvador, and Mexico
+ Priority notice for Art & Nature Gala and California Cool Art Auction ticket sales

Laguna Art Museum is a non-profit 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization (Tax I.D. #33-0717157).
CONTEMPORARY CIRCLE - $350
The value of goods and services provided is estimated as $120 for the Contemporary Circle level
+ Full benefits for two members and four guest passes
+ Choice of complimentary attendance for two to any Art Access event
+ Opportunity to reserve Laguna Art Museum for a private event (rental fees apply)
+ Priority notice for ticket sales for Laguna Art Museum’s Art Access series
+ Includes all benefits at the Supporter level

GO FURTHER
Enjoy the social side of membership? Gain access to even more art and events through the membership levels below. These members are recognized for their exceptional philanthropy with exclusive benefits year-round.

PATRON - $500
The value of goods and services provided is estimated as $220 for the Patron level
+ Full benefits for two members and four guest passes
+ Invitations to exclusive VIP hour with complimentary champagne reception for Exhibition Opening Receptions with exclusive after-hours access to galleries
+ 20% discount on Museum store purchases (exclusions apply)
+ Includes all benefits at the Contemporary Circle level

ADVISORY CIRCLE – CONTRIBUTOR - $1,200
The value of goods and services provided is estimated as $370 for the Contributor level
+ Full benefits for two members and four guest passes
+ Acknowledgement in the Annual Report
+ Complimentary Supporter-level membership to gift to a recipient of your choice
+ Includes all benefits at the Patron level

ADVISORY CIRCLE – FELLOW - $3,000
The value of goods and services provided is estimated as $418 for the Fellow level
+ Full benefits for two members and four guest passes
+ Private tour for four of Laguna Art Museum
+ Includes all benefits at the Contributor, Advisory Circle level

ADVISORY CIRCLE – CURATOR - $5,000
The value of goods and services provided is estimated as $418 for the Curator level
+ Full benefits for two members and four guest passes
+ Dedicated concierge service from Laguna Art Museum staff member and assistance in accessing museum programs and events
+ Includes all benefits at the Fellow, Advisory Circle level

DIRECTOR’S COUNCIL - $10,000
The value of goods and services provided is estimated as $568 for the Director’s Council level
+ Full benefits for two members and four guest passes
+ Dinner with Laguna Art Museum Executive Director, Julie Perlin Lee
+ Includes all benefits at the Curator, Advisory Circle level

Laguna Art Museum is a non-profit 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization (Tax ID. #33-0717157).